TRIP TO PORTLAND BY "GIFT" AND "CHARON" (1944)

From: SAN FRANCISCO
To: MOSCOW
No: 239 29 May 44

To VIKTOR. [1]

[7 groups unrecovered] I am going to PORTLAND accompanied by "GIFT[DAK].[11]
[3 groups unrecovered] opportunities in VANCOUVER (CIARA) [3 groups unrecovered]
"MAJOR KEY[MAJOR]"[11] let us know as soon as possible whether MAJOR KEY may get
in touch with "[1 group unrecovered]",

[14 groups unrecovered]
No. 131

CHARON[CHARON][1v]

[10 groups unrecovered]

CHARON

[1v] CHARON : Grigorij Markovich NIDJERTZ, Soviet Vice-Consul in SAN FRANCISCO.